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Editorial PS

Thank you first of all to the contributors of this issue.

If you happen to visit an interesting workshop, event of any kind that
may interest our readers, please do send a report so that we can all read
about it and maybe visit this particular event next time.  If you have
bought an interesting cd or anything else relating to the concertina please
do let us know your opinion.  And do keep looking at our website. You
can advertise there your own event if you like.

For myself this has been a good year so far. I have had the opportunity
to give some very nice concerts and some more are planned for the near
future.

The committee of the ICA is meeting by phone on a regular basis and due
to my pestering some of them we are getting a better view on what the
ICA is doing and should be doing.

Now we would also like to hear through our members what the young
players would like from the ICA. I have heard some vague remarks but
they are not very clear. If you have sons or daughters playing the
concertina please ask them and let us know.

Once again I hope you will enjoy reading this issue and I look forward to
all contributions.

Pauline<>

               Please contribute as much as you can.

     Also for the jubilee in 2012, see Concertina World 447.
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Interview John Kirkpatrick

How did you enjoy Swaledale (2010) and what do you think of the
standard of playing on average maybe compared to earlier workshops
(elsewhere)?

I really did enjoy the Swaledale (2010) weekend. I find I always get
rather apprehensive before a mixed systems session like this, as apart
from the pure music of what people are playing, the instruments
themselves have nothing in common really. But it was a very jolly crowd
and a beautiful place.

The memory that is strongest for me is sitting in on one of Michael
Hebbert's sessions. I love his playing, his style, his repertoire, and his
mad approach to teaching. In particular I think the way Michael attacks
each button when he plays is an object lesson for all concertina players,
whatever their standard or experience. I asked him if he ever did a
purely technical workshop about the way your fingers hit the buttons,
and although he said no, I do hope that gets included at some future
event because we could all learn from what he does.

I'm always very envious of duet players, because they can just play
whatever they want to and the notes are always in the same place! There
were some wonderful exponents of the duet system amongst the
students there at the weekend, as well as Michael himself. I've never
been attracted to the English concertina at all, and I don't always find
what people play on it that enthralling, but I always enjoy Rob Harbron's
playing, and for me what he does is always effortlessly musical and
masterful. And it's always a breath of fresh air to see and hear Harry
Scurfield. He doesn't do anything the way I would do it, and his choice of
material is so different from mine most of the time that I just sit there
grinning from ear to ear. Delightful - bonkers but delightful!

Speaking of styles in music; how did you come to choose your own genre
of music and which style especially do you not like on the English
concertina? This interests me. Or are the words "not like" a bit too
strong? I am not a folk player but I would not say that I do not like it, it
is just not my thing in general because I did not grow up with it
musically.

I came to the concertina through morris dancing. I joined the fledgling
Hammersmith Morris Men when I was twelve, and began playing the
melodeon, then the button accordion, and finally the Anglo concertina for
morris dancing. I never saw the main man in this field - William Kimber -
but at morris gatherings there was the rather mad Kenneth Loveless,
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who played with breathtaking loudness, and the far more subtle and
accomplished Phil Ham, who wrote a few articles in the EFDSS magazine
about the Anglo in the 1960s. Brian Hayden was also playing Anglo then -
he was in a folk club trio called "Trunkles" for a while, playing exclusively
traditional English music. I loved the way the music fitted the instrument,
and I used to have a go on Anglos belonging to other Hammersmith men
before I got my own - a 40 button C / G Crabb in 1968.

I loved the full use of the instrument - melody, with easily added extra
notes from time to time, on the right hand, with full chords on the left.
The push-pull scale gives a certain inherent danciness to the music, and
while it's a style that can make life very difficult for the player, it's
something I've stuck with in other areas of music - country dance tunes
and song accompaniments.

There were one or two English concertina players in the morris world at
this time - I'm talking about the 1960s still - Tom Prince from the North
East I remember seeing, and a bloke who always wore a white suit when
he played for one of the North West Morris teams - Manchester possibly.
He was fantastic, but I've no idea who he was. Apart from them, there
was very little common ground between exponents of the Anglo and the
English. In fact there was quite a degree of antipathy. The "musical"
English players frowned on the "folky" Anglo players, and we all kept our
distance. The commonest approach on the broader country dance scene
was for English players to play a single line melody in a rather restrained
and refined manner, which didn't sit at all well with the rowdy, full-
blooded dance music I enjoyed.

Alistair Anderson showed the folk world that you could play exciting and
dynamic music on the English concertina, and there are obviously many
very gifted players around today. I think my main qualm with the English
is simply that you can't play as many notes at one time as you can on
either the Anglo or the Duet. I love the sound of a fistful of chords,
played with brightness and attack, and the impression of lots going on,
and that's what I miss with a lot of English players.

Outside the folk scene, in the mainstream music world, there are
different sets of rules and behaviour to apply, but because it is this music
- traditional English folk music - that brought me to the Anglo, I look for
that sort of music first, and listen to the performance and expertise
second.

Your answer explains a lot.  Recently I rediscovered when looking
through the ICA library that actually in the past most English concertina
players actually played chords most of the time. There are heaps of
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arrangements with lots of notes to play at the same time, heavy chords
but the arrangements are in my opinion not always very good and I do
not really want to play those so much. And it looks like most players of
the last years have never bothered to play them. But since it is not dance
music it sounds more like church music. But I found that the old players
did use stronger accents too.  So it is possibly a matter of what one
wants to play rather than what the instrument can do. It is more likely
that it depends on the player and what he or she can do.  What do you
think?

I think it's interesting what you say about "what one wants to play rather
than what the instrument can do". I think all the different concertina
systems have strong points and weak points, but it's how these are dealt
with that makes a player interesting and engaging to listen to. We all
have to fight against a certain inertia, as there is always a permanent
sound unless we force our fingers to leap off the buttons and leave a
chink of daylight between notes. It's a technique that is more obvious
when you play dance music, but I think other idioms - classical, jazz,
hymns - can all benefit from a sprightly touch. That's one of the things I
like so much about Michael Hebbert's playing - huge sophisticated chordal
work with masses of notes, but plenty of gaps so you can register what
you're hearing.

It's an approach that can work for all concertinas - despite the inbuilt
jerkiness of the Anglo there are just as many sludgy exponents of it as
any other system! I think some players are so grateful to hit the right
notes they hang on to them for the longest possible time until they
absolutely have to let go. Once your fingers know where they're going,
then that is the time to instil some discipline - how long is this note? How
short could I make it? How loud? How soft? You can tell the players who
give these things some thought, because it shines out in their music.

And another question:  What are your plans for the near future? Work
with some other musicians, cds or big events you are going to?

My own plans: the latest venture is presenting a programme of songs
aimed at village halls. There are various subsidised rural touring schemes
around England that offer a huge variety of performances to small village
communities. I've done a Christmas show called "Carolling & Crumpets"
in a lot of these places over the last few years, and now, as a result of
appearing in a few episodes of the popular TV series "Victorian Farm",
I'm also doing a new show called "The Victorian Farmer's Year in Song".
As you'd expect from the title, this is mostly songs, with just a couple of
instrumental numbers, but I use the concertina a lot for an accompanying
instrument as it is so perfect for the period, as well as some single row
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melodeon and button accordion.

I've done a new CD of this material, which has just come out, called "God
Speed The Plough" - available via my website, fans! I don't take my Bass
Anglo round on gigs as a rule, but you can hear it adding its massive
sound on a couple of tracks.

My last big thing before that was a purely instrumental blast, with a CD
of my own compositions - "The Dance Of The Demon Daffodils" - to go
with the publication of the book of my tunes - "Jump At The Sun". It's
good to ring the changes, so this new project being more song based is a
nice contrast, and mostly traditional material.

Otherwise, I'm working mostly solo on the folk scene, doing a general
mix of traditional and original songs and tunes at folk clubs and festivals.
From time to time the band Brass Monkey do a few gigs - very traditional
repertoire in a five-piece band consisting of Martin Carthy, Martin
Brinsford, and two brass players - Paul Archibald and Roger Williams. And
the double act I'm in with Chris Parkinson - "The Sultans of Squeeze" -
will be out gigging again soon. The Bass Anglo does get an outing in that
show.

For the last few years I've arranged dance tunes for a large band at
Sidmouth Folk Week in August, and I'm doing that again this year. We
used some of these arrangements when I was at Swaledale last year
(2010).

Last question for now: What would you advise newcomers to the
concertina to look for:
- before buying one
- when starting to play, what to do or practice or what?

Newcomers to the concertina

Make sure you understand the fact that there are several kinds of
instrument all called "Concertina".

The one you saw which made you want to play might have been quite
unique, or made to the player's specification, or played in a way nobody
else has ever done, before or since! Ask advice of as many different
players as you can as to the qualities of each system - the strengths, the
weaknesses, the most appropriate repertoire, and so on.

There are some exponents on each system who are utterly glorious, and
make everything they do sound as if it was just made for that
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instrument, but that's because they've dedicated themselves to making it
sound like that, and stopped at nothing until they've achieved it. If you
feel like that after hearing somebody play, go and pick their brains. It's
the rest of the world you need to be careful about! The more people you
talk to, the better idea you will get of  the prejudices of the players of
each keyboard - there are some very strongly held opinions out there,
and you need to learn to take some of them with a pinch of salt.

If you can find somebody with a bit of knowledge and experience with the
concertina, get them to help you choose your instrument. Otherwise,
make sure all the notes work in both directions, make sure there isn't a
howling gale in your face every time you play a note, and once you've
got it give it every second you can spare. Even if you don't know the first
thing about music, it's fun just doodling around and seeing what comes
out. Ultimately nobody can tell you you're wrong in anything you do - if
you like it, that's fine. As you go through you'll start to pick up tips and
snippets from listening to other people play, but the biggest reward is to
come up with something that you've discovered yourself. <>

Check out John’s website for dates and places of gigs.
http://www.johnkirkpatrick.co.uk/gigs.asp
Here are some:
Sat 7 May 2011  Orton Market Hall, Market Street, Orton, Cumbria, CA10 3RU.
 THE VICTORIAN FARMER'S YEAR IN SONG. Starts 7.30 p.m.
www.highlightsnorth.co.uk | 015396 24732
Thu 12 May 2011  Farnham Maltings, Bridge Square, Farnham, Surrey, GU9 7QR.
 THE SULTANS OF SQUEEZE - John Kirkpatrick & Chris Parkinson
www.electricvoices.org | 01483 871443
Fri 13 May 2011  Norwich Folk Club, Christchurch Centre, Magdelan Road, Norwich, Norfolk,
NR3 4LA.
 THE SULTANS OF SQUEEZE - John Kirkpatrick & Chris Parkinson
norwichfolkclub.net
Fri 20 May 2011  Moulton Village Festival & Morris Dance Weekend, Moulton Primary
School, Church Hill, Moulton, Northamptonshire
 Spot in the evening concert.
melodeonplayer@hotmail.com | 01604 670192
Fri 3 Jun 2011  King's Place, London.
 BRASS MONKEY
Sat 11 Jun 2011  Lewes Saturday Folk Club, The Elephant & Castle, White Hill, Lewes,
Sussex, BN7 2DJ.
 All day workshop on the fab new JK Tunebook - suitable for any instrument. Evening folk
club performance.
www.lewessaturdayfolkclub.org
Fri 17 Jun 2011  The Quay Theatre, Quay Lane, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 2AN.
 BRASS MONKEY
Sat 18 Jun 2011  Cedar Hall, Village Centre, Dilwyn, Herefordshire, HR4 8HR.
 THE VICTORIAN FARMER'S YEAR IN SONG
01568 720226
Mon 27 Jun 2011  Grand Union Folk Club, The Soar Bridge Inn, Barrow upon Soar,
Loughborough, LE12 8PN.
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TIM LAYCOCK All Systems CONCERTINA WORKSHOP
20 November 2010
Valmai Goodyear

A dozen players of various systems came from as far away as Devon,
Shropshire and London to Sussex for the Lewes Saturday Folk Club's

138th all-day workshop. Tim is a fine singer, Crane duet concertina play-
er, melodeon player, storyteller, actor, and founder member of the New
Scorpion Band. You wouldn't think so to look at him, but he's been a
professional musician for 35 years now.

Tim led us through tunes from the 1822 manuscript book of Benjamin
Rose of Belchalwel, Dorset to illustrate various useful playing techniques,
especially ways of applying chords; the tunes themselves are also well
worth adding to any player's repertoire as they are unusual and have a

strong 18th century flavour. Rose wrote his tunes down when he was in
his mid-twenties. Tim has written a fascinating double-page article in the
winter edition of the EFDSS magazine EDS about the man, his life, his
village and his tunes. Now Tim is making spirited efforts to release the
tunes back into the wild where they flourished nearly 200 years ago by
playing them for local dances, taking them into primary schools and so
on.

Tim also brought us some cracking tunes from Daniel Rolls of Weymouth,
Dorset. Unlike Rose, Rolls was a professional musician. I was particularly
interested in his Bell Polka, a three-section polka which mimics the sound
of bells and has an imitation peal as the third section, because there is a
similar tune from a Sussex manuscript published in Vic Gammon's Sussex
Tune Book which does the same thing. (It's known in Sussex as
'Quasimodo's Polka' as it's unnamed in the manuscript; a three-part ar-
rangement of it was recently published in the Concertina World music
supplement.) Could there have been a fashion for three-section polkas
with bell sounds, and were they used for a particular dance?

In the evening Tim gave a splendid performance at the club. As ever, he
presented a range of less familiar songs and tunes, mainly with Dorset
connections, with delicate, detailed concertina playing and his fine,
supple tenor voice. He told a couple of stories, which were good remind-
ers of how absorbing storytelling can be. The melodeon got an outing or
two as well. Two of the floor performers deserve a mention in this con-
text - Zak van der Vyver, who played a characteristic South African dance
tune on the Anglo, and Gerry Flintoft, who played two pieces from Alistair
Anderson's Steel Skies Suite.
http://www.timlaycock.co.uk/index.html <>
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Celebrating the English Concertina Workshop

John Wild

Remembrance Sunday 2010 will always be remembered by Kettle Bridge
Concertinas. It was the day of the first concertina workshop that they
have hosted. Approximately 50 people made their way to Maidstone for
this event. Some were experienced concertina players, others had never
picked up a concertina before.

A large number came to play in the concertina band under the leadership
of Paul Barrett. He had arranged all the music himself and it proved very
inspiring. Particularly poignant was his arrangement of Nimrod that the
band played in the run up to the two minutes silence. Other musical
pieces included morris tunes, the Teddy Bear’s picnic and some carols in
preparation for the forthcoming festivities. It was such a great
opportunity to get together with others to play the concertina together in
this way.

The day was not just for experienced players. A series of taster sessions
were held for absolute beginners. Small groups were given expert tuition
by Sally Barrett and by the end of the session successfully played a tune
on the concertina. Several are now looking forward to developing their
skills further.  For all it was a very special day with a vibrant atmosphere.

Kettle Bridge Concertinas will next be busking in Maidstone on Sundays in
December in the run up to Christmas. They will also be arranging further
sessions for anyone wishing to develop their concertina skills further. If
you are interested contact Sally on sallygeorge59@btinternet.com or 020
8777 2615.

More news about Kettle Bridge Concertinas:-

Kettle Bridge Concertinas were encouraged to enter the Maidstone Music
Festival. This is a formal festival with adjudicators.  We decided to take
the plunge, and on Saturday 27th November, participated in the
accordion and concertina class.

We played Marg's March composed by Claire Wren, followed by Liberty
Belle, a Souza march arranged for concertina by Paul Barrett.  The other
entry in the class was an accordion band, who scored 81. Kettle Bridge
Concertinas scored 83, 1st in class, and a merit on the certificate.
Needless to say, we are chuffed, but know that we still must attend to
the points mentioned on the adjudication sheet.
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The adjudicator had not heard a concertina band before, and opened his
comments with the words "what a wonderful sound".

It was a good experience for us, and I am sure did something to extend
awareness of the concertina. <>

CONCERTINA BAND AT HAWKWOOD:

12th annual weekend
Jenny Cox

How to summarise?
Start with the splendid 37 players, one the Godfather of Concertina Band
Revival/ concertina genius Dave Townsend, 3 people new-to-Hawkwood,
Peter and myself the organisers, and 31 stalwarts many of whom have
come back to the January Hawkwood. Experience year after year after
year. Plus the inestimable Steve Ellis, conductor.

Music for Whole Band:
Re-visited = (1) Jerome Kern’s “Showboat Selection” (hard, full of
tunes); (2) R.B. Hall’s “Death or Glory” (historic march); (3) Roger
Bennett’s “Auburn Mall”; (4) Handel’s “See the Conquering Hero /March
from Judas Maccabeus”.

New to concertina band = (5) Jerry Lanning’s arr. of “Were you
there.../Joshua”; (6) the wonderful Vaughan Williams “Rhosymedre” arr.
Jenny Cox/ Dave Turner.

Newly composed for Jenny and Peter = (7) strenuous, non-stop “Dance
Perpetual” (Colin Touchin: not easy... the ostinato pattern starts with a
fifth jump and the whole needs to be played faster than you think
humanly possible.  Salutation to the heroic Bass Players and to Steve.)
Music for two smaller bands on Saturday afternoon = (8) Zieher’s
moggy-invocation “Katzen Polka” (Steve conducting); (9) “Hopes and
Ashes” a new, evocative and effective composition from Dave Townsend
recalling John Clare.

We relished 6 extra contributions = David Corner’s solo New Colonial
March; a Bach 3-part Invention (Dave Townsend and Juliette Daum);
18thC music by Hook (Push Button Trio: Dave and Pat Turner, Alan
Alden); Hawaiian  Serenade (Fivefold: Ann & Nick Oliver, Dave Bissitt, Liz
Ellison, Roger Campbell); Claire Wren’s composition “The Search” in 5/4
(Claire, Andrew Stephens, Esther Venn, Jan Usher, Pete Pascoe, Juliette
Daum)...and Juliette sang “Moonlight Serenade” with Angela Hammond
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on grand piano and Sarah Luton wielding her string bass (= Palm Court
Trio).
This is a bald, factual account. As organiser I can hardly rhapsodise about
how very special I thought this weekend was, the friendship, the music,
the hard work improving band skills, the place, the fun. I had great
admin and music-setting help in advance.  Hearing Juliette play was
special. Indeed the whole weekend was special, and everybody
contributed.
Finally... picture tall, dark, thin Pete P. opening his big bass concertina
case, and carefully extracting ...a miniature Wheatstone ... to play a
meaningful duet with short, slender, blonde Sarah bowing her Giant
Fiddle... <>

Watch youtube for an example of the band playing (PS):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HAylfbi22h8

<>

Concertina Player in Hong Kong: David Palmer looking for other
players.
E-mail contact PS

Before 1997 in Hong Kong, there was a regular folk night at the Fringe,
for any type of "folk" music.  But it usually meant celtic, English, etc.

And there was a weekly(?) folk hour on the RTHK radio and an annual
folk festival.  I (David Palmer) became intrigued with the concertina then,
ordered a Stagi Treble and started playing.  But the Stagi was not very
responsive, there was a paucity of materials for the English Concertina
then, and I grew frustrated.  But now I want to start again.  I am
shopping for a better English concertina.

After 1997, lots of expats left HK and the folk scene has all but
disappeared, I believe.  But if you know of any other like minded people
here, please let me know.

Maybe someone can help David?"
He is coming to Swaledale this May. <>
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Last report of Bruce Thomson after over a year of practising.

You can see and hear the results on Youtube. This is the last published
report.  PS

Pauline and I agreed I'd reduce the frequency of the reports to monthly,
so here's December's report. The song is "Factory Lad", an English folk
song about industrial conditions. I've sung it to guitar for decades, and
now can do it (still roughly, but improving) on the concertina, - a more
appropriate instrument. It's in C.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A83wqsQVlY0 The practising has
increased my ability to improvise in any other tune as well - a major
ambition. Next I'd like to be able to do the same in D, and G, and A, to
sometimes accompany guys at the local club and Celtic Inn here.

Some of you may already know this, but lately I've been 'popping' notes
sometimes instead of holding them longer: less air gets out, which
conserves air, and it also increases stability because the hand doesn't
'slide' off-direction as much.

Also I've found that pinching the front of the concertina (furthest away
from you) more than the back (near the body) sometimes gives much
more control. My 1862 Lachenal is beautifully small and compact, but
that also means a small, cramped array of buttons. Strategies for
accuracy are vital. I think real precision will be achieved by perfect
balancing pressure between the two different hands to prevent awkward
'slide-off' balance. The height of the chair, and the knee affect accuracy.
I sometimes wish the ends were circular instead of hexagonal, because
there are times when I'd prefer to rotate it round slightly for easier
access to the higher or lower notes of a tune.

Today is day 345 of never missing a day's hour of practice. On January 4,
a year, I'll plan 2011's goals. Doing these reports and Youtube videos has
been very good for me, but I have no idea whether they're interesting or
boring to others. It might be better to just do the videos. I hope your
own playing is bringing you joy.

Regards, Bruce Thomson

bruce@nettel.net.nz

<>
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Concerts in The Netherlands PS

20 February and 6 March 2011

Pauline de Snoo on English concertina and Chris van de Kuilen, piano.

Two very successful concerts were given on both dates. The audience
was surprised and interested to see and hear the repertoire for English
Concertina from the Victorian age and the new composed music.  After
the concerts were announced quite a number of people who knew a little
about the concertina made reservations to secure a ticket. All seats but a
few were taken. The audience especially liked the variation of styles and
the use of different concertinas which creates a varied sound. One is
louder or sharper and some are softer. This also influences the dynamic
range of the instruments but the reactions of the audience after each
piece very pleasantly impressed both Chris and Pauline and the organis-
ers of the concert.  We took several treble concertinas, a baritone and
anglo and a mini concertina and explained the working of the instruments
as we went through the programme.

This was the programme:
Six characteristic pieces Opus 61 by Bernhard Molique (1802-1869)

Compositae by Keith Amos (1939)

Navvy on the line (folktune)

Greensleeves, arrangement R. Vaughan Williams (1872-1958)
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Fantasy on Last Rose of Summer for piano solo by Mendelssohn (1809-
1869)

Dame un respiro by Ricardo Teruel (1956)

Song: In windy old weather to introduce; Song of the Sea by Oliver Hunt
(1934-2000)

Barcarole by G.A. Macfarren (1813-1887)

Memories of a Rumba and Tango by Chris van de Kuilen (1980)

Berceuse, Serenade and Spring Song by Frank Bridge (1879-1941)

Summer Song by Richard Williams

You can find a videoclip from the concerts on
www.concertina-academy.com. <>
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Simon Thoumire
Some time ago I was in touch with Simon and I do admire his skills. Having met
Simon on my first visit to the Swaledale Squeeze and once more at a later time I
discovered that he can actually do anything on the concertina. What I was struggling
for at the time he could do so easily. I had been playing a very short time then but it
made me realise that I had a lot to learn and I now know that he can do more than
most of us know.
This is what he says on his website (http://www.simonthoumire.com/) and Simon
courteously agreed that I may use his text because in an interview I would get the
same information and I feel that  this is  how Simon indeed is. PS

Simon says:

My aim has always been to make music that interests me and I am
constantly exploring new ideas and sounds that contribute to my pro-
jects. I enjoy making music that is traditional or explorative or a little bit
of both. I am not a big fan of music labelling (although often unavoida-
ble!) and have always considered myself a musician rather than the more
specific - folk, fusion, contemporary or traditional musician.

The one theme that threads throughout all my projects is the Scottish
identity, culture and all aspects of life associated with them. I am a big
believer in our nation and its qualities (although not all positive) and I
want my music to reflect this.

For more information about my other activities please check out the
following websites: Foot Stompin' Records (www.footstompin.com),
Hands Up for Trad (www.handsupfortrad.co.uk), Distil
(www.distil.org.uk).

Quote from website (PS):
An acknowledged concertina virtuoso, Simon Thoumire has dazzled
audiences with his playing all over the world. A winner of the prestigious
BBC Radio 2 Young Tradition Award in 1989, Simon has always been
keen to explore different genres of music, releasing many records over
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the years delving into folk, jazz, improvisation and composition (see
discography). Simon has also pursued interests in the industry side of
traditional music forming Foot Stompin' Records in 1997, Scottish
Traditional Music Trust (2000) and Hands Up for Trad (2003).

Music: Simon started playing recorder aged 7 at Riccarton Primary School
in Edinburgh. He immediately loved it and learned to read music with his
teacher Mrs Hobson. There was no thought of traditional music until,
through the Boy's Brigade (65th Edinburgh) Simon (aged 9) started to
learn the bagpipes with Pipe Major Neil Macpherson. All the young boys
sat round the table with their practice chanters at Curriehill Primary being
schooled in scales, exercises and grace notes until they got it right. The
first tune they learned was a slow air called 'The Mermaid'. There was no
suggestion of getting a set of pipes until at least 18 months after you
started. Simon's set (received on loan from the BB's) were made of
Rosewood with nickel-silver and ivory mounts. Simon enjoyed playing the
Highland pipes and won many awards, played in the Tattoo twice, piped
at the Albert Hall in London, marched the casket into the Usher Hall to
celebrate the Edinburgh Boy's Brigade's centenary and did the rounds of
many gala's usually in the rain.

At the age of 12 Simon got his first concertina. It wasn't his first choice
as after hearing the McCalmans 'Smuggler' LP and loving Hamish Bain on
it he chose to learn the mandolin. Unfortunately there was no-one to
teach mandolin in Edinburgh so the next step was concertina. Luckily at
the time Simon's sister was learning accordion with the famous Christie
Leathem (Phil Cunningham's teacher) and she was able to put him in
touch with a player called Tom Ward. Tom agreed to get Simon his first
concertina, a Lachenal 48 key wooden ended concertina with ivory
buttons, and also gave him a copy of Alistair Anderson Concertina
Workshop tutorial book and LP. From the moment of receiving his
concertina Simon fell in love with it and with his mother Elizabeth,
worked through Alistair's book at a rate of knots.

Through the 1980's Simon started performing at accordion clubs
throughout Scotland and in 1986 answered an ad in Gordon Simpson's
music shop from Seannachie looking for new band members. He
auditioned and got in and started gigging with them in the Green Tree
pub in Edinburgh. The next year they made the band's second and
Simon's first CD 'Take Note'. It was also around this time that one
Saturday night Simon was practising in his parent's dining room when
Betty Verrill walked past the house. Betty was a one-time agent and
promoter for Silly Wizard (Simon's favourite band) and other Scottish
bands touring in England and she was still actively engaged in going to
lots of festivals down south. It was Betty who introduced Simon to Alistair
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Anderson and also helped Simon get involved with the Radio 2 Young
Tradition Award which he won in 1989. This Award introduced Simon to
Ian Carr which heralded a new musical direction for them both.
Throughout the 1990's Simon made many recordings (see discography
on his website) and toured extensively. He worked many including Ian
Carr, Simon Thoumire Three (Kevin Mackenzie, Simon Thorpe), John
McCusker, Keep it Up (Eilidh Shaw, Malcolm Stitt, Kevin Mackenzie),
Somotherland, Jim Sutherland, Phil and Tom Bancroft. He toured the
Netherlands with Drones in the Bones, a free improvising combo and in
1997 wrote his first large scale composition Celtic Connection's Suite.

This was the start of a new period for Simon. This piece was performed 3
times at Glasgow's Celtic Connection's festival for which it was written. It
was followed in 1999 with Music for a New Scottish Parliament a piece
that celebrated Scottish devolution and the new parliament. 2000
premiered The Scottish Requiem which looked back at all the people who
have come before us in the previous 2000 years and looked forward to
the next 2000. It featured the Latin mass texts translated into Scots and
sang by choir and Rod Paterson. See complete list below.
In 2001 Simon made his first CD with pianist David Milligan entitled "The
Big Day In". It was recorded in one day at the Sound Café Studios in
Edinburgh and received great reviews which enabled the duo to travel to
Europe and Australia. Simon's latest CD (Experiments in Culture) is a
continuation of his interest in Scottish culture and features real-life
recordings of existence accompanied by musicians improvising freely over
the top. These musicians are the people within the culture.

Simon plans to continue touring and recording with David Milligan, Keep
it Up and Experiments in Culture and is looking forward to an exciting
and explorative time as well as being a husband to Clare McLaughlin
(from Deaf Shepherd) and father of Charlie.

Compositions:
Celtic Connections Suite: Commissioned by Celtic Connections Festival to
mark the opening of their late night club.
Day Trip to Glasgow: Commissioned by Glasgow Jazz Festival.
Music for a New Scottish Parliament: Written to mark a momentous time
in Scottish history this piece was chosen by the BBC for the opening
concert of their Music Live Festival at GRCH Glasgow.
The Scottish Requiem: Commissioned by Celtic Connections.
Ceilidh: Commissioned by Yehudi Menuin's organisation Live Music Now!
Myth: Commissioned by South Lanarkshire Council's ARTSNET
organisation for the children of South Lanarkshire Schools.
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Teaching: Encouraging young people to take an interest in their heritage
through traditional music, Simon has been involved with all of the major
providers of workshops: the Youth Gaitherin', Edinburgh; the Edinburgh
Feis, Feis Rois, Folkworks,; Comhaltas, Glasgow; Celtic Connections
Education Programme; Fife Schools; South Lanarkshire Council; Yehudi
Menuin's Live Music Now! As well as travelling to England and Ireland to
teach.

Foot Stompin' Records: In 1997 Simon, Elizabeth and John Thoumire
realised a lack of proper traditional music in the Scottish tourism sector
and formed Tartan Tapes, a company that was going to redress the
balance! They released Trip to Scotland featuring Simon, the Wrigley
Sisters and Julia Legge under the pseudonym of Hamish MacGregor and
the Blue Bonnets thinking that it was going to the top of the charts. The
CD was great however they found the market totally sewn up and not
really willing to take new product. They kept on trying with a few more
releases and eventually formed Foot Stompin' Records a label that
planned to highlight the massive amount of young talent in Scotland's
traditional music. The label has gone from strength to strength and now
has over 30 releases. The CDs feature individual musicians, traditional
bands, compilations and contemporary crossover music and a range of
instruments including fiddle, bagpipes, concertina, clarsach, accordion
and voice.

The label has spawned a successful Scottish music website - Foot
Stompin' Celtic Music (www.footstompin.com). The site features music
from all the Scottish labels and is a source of information and discussion
for many people wanting to know about our traditional music. The site
won Retailer of the Year in the 2004 Scots Trad Music Awards.
Scottish Traditional Music Trust: Simon is the joint developer and
organiser (with Dave Francis) of DISTIL, a project funded by the PRS
Foundation and the Scottish Arts Council offering opportunities to
professional traditional musicians wishing to acquire advanced music
skills. Distil is a twice yearly gathering of musicians rooted in folk and
traditional music, but who are interested in expanding their creative
horizons into other areas of musical practice. The Scheme allows
musicians to work with experienced practitioners from other music
worlds: improvised, orchestral, contemporary, in a mutual exchange of
ideas and experience. It takes place in historic world heritage site New
Lanark, South Lanarkshire. The Scottish Traditional Music and Song Trust
administer this project and make it available to a wide variety of
traditional musicians. The scheme has expanded into England where it
takes place at Dillington House in Somerset.
http://www.distil.org.uk
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Hands Up for Trad: Simon set up Hands Up for Trad as an organisation
that is dedicated to increasing the profile and visibility of Scottish
traditional music through information, education and advocacy. They
organise:
BBC Radio Scotland Young Traditional Musician Award, an Award that
exists to encourage young musicians to keep their tradition alive and to
maximise their musical potential by the pursuit of a career in traditional
music.

The Scots Trad Music Awards, the aim of which is to celebrate Scotland's
rich musical heritage and in doing so, create a high profile annual event
to bring traditional music centre stage.

St Andrew's Celebrations, an event that co-ordinates a nationwide series
of events around St Andrew's Day to enable people to experience the
riches of our traditional music and song. In the first year Hands Up For
Trad managed to stage 32 events throughout the country from the
Shetland Islands to the Scottish Borders.
Tinto Summer School, (described as Scotland's premier summer school
by the Sunday Herald), a residential school in July where young people
get the chance to learn with some of Scotland's top traditional musicians.
http://www.handsupfortrad.co.uk

Quotes
"If there is such a thing as "Extreme Concertina" then Simon Thoumire
does it! A superb mix of traditional and new age, haunting to
outrageous...

Simon does it all" Sata-Hame Soi Festival..Finland

"Simon Thoumire plays the cheekiest, wittiest, most agile concertina in
the land" Alasdair Clark, The Scotsman

"Simon Thoumire is the Master of the English concertina and one of those
artists who fills you with both delight and despair if you play the same
instrument." BBC Folk and Acoustic.

"This guy can REALLY fly on the concertina and yet never gives the
impression that he's rushing or doing anything other than exactly what
he wants to." Concertina.net
<>
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Peter Guy Mattingley (1931-2010)

Alan Davies and Val Gillen

I first met Peter (when he had just moved from 'down south' to Grantham) at a joint
ICA/Midlands meeting in Sherwood, November 1993. During an informal playaround
he pulled a well-worn concertina from what was probably a shopping bag and filled
the room with an incredible sound – a bit like sitting next to a fairground organ!

In April 1994 Peter came to our Midlands group meeting, and after that attended
almost every one, along with his devoted and very supportive wife, June, until her
health became too poor (late 2004).

He did an excellent extended spot and taught us a tune at one meeting, and was very
much a part of our Group until his own health became too poor during autumn 2009.

I shall certainly miss him at our meetings – his knowledge of chord sequences (in any
key) was superb, and his musical experience was much greater than most people
knew, as you will find out when you read Val Gillen's piece, following this.

Peter died on July 29th 2010, in Grantham Hospital, following quite a long illness, with
severe breathing problems. He had a 'green' burial in the grounds of Grantham
Crematorium (where June is also buried) with a small family gathering in attendance.
The Midlands Concertina Group was represented by Val and myself, and we provided
some flowers from the Group.

Val visited Peter many times towards the end of his life, and was able to write the
following piece, and also provided 2 photos of Peter in his younger days (one playing
accordion in the family band).

Alan
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Peter was born on 5th November 1931, one of a family of six, in Hayes Middlesex. His
father taught him piano along with his brothers and sisters and always held a strict
rein regarding practising e.g. "Right, now play that in C#!"

Peter was always hogging the piano according to his sisters and making them laugh
with his pianistic antics, adding his own anecdotal solos at every opportunity. "He
used to make us all laugh. He'd run his fingers up the keyboard and right off the end
and always add something funny – a diddly, diddly bit in the middle."

He played in the family band and had gigs with friends and as a duo with his cousin,
Alan Young, Peter on accordion, piano and concertina and Alan on piano and
accordion.

He had a regular gig as part of a trio at Wembley Town Hall and was also one of
Victor Sylvester's pianists, called on when needed to play in the dance band. Peter
says that he met Victor Sylvester at a friend's house where they were playing piano
and the decision was made there.

Peter's father played concertina and as a pianist he developed an arrangement of
buttons for the duet concertina that would suit a pianist. Peter worked on this system
too – he was always tinkering around with concertinas from scratch using accordion
reeds, parts of the bellows, and No. 7 knitting needles for the button keys.

Peter swore that his system was an extremely natural way to play the concertina! The
L.H., bass side, had the lowest notes at the bottom to be played with the little finger
and the remainder of the chord was arranged so that it would fall easily under the
remaining fingers. To add volume to the treble, Peter always played two octave notes
on the R.H. side. The sound Peter made from the concertina was incredible and
mesmeric – more notes than fingers it seemed like a lot of the time. The beat was
always steady and reliable, honed from many years of dance band experience.

Peter's musical interest doesn't stop there – his son is called Jeffrey and his daughter
has Tina as her middle name.

Peter was such a kind, gentle man, warm-hearted and full of humour: e.g. after a
haircut, when asked "is it alright, sir??"- he'd reply "Well...can you put it back!?" And
then at the Concertina Meetings when A.O.B. cropped up, Peter would pipe up out of
the blue – "Has anybody got next week's lottery numbers?".

Val Gillen
Copied  with permission from the Midlands Concertina Group Newsletter 46, autumn
2010, PS)<>
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Song accompaniment step by step, an example.

Pauline de Snoo

Step 1. Song; melody plus text

Step 2. Scale plus chords and altered chord
Begin by finding out which key the song is in and then practice the scale
and chords as below. This way it will be easy to decide which chords fit.
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Step 3. Song plus chords; find the chords by comparing melody notes
with notes of the chords. Do not use too many chords in one bar unless
unavoidable.
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Step 4. Simple drone of 1st and 3rd note of the chord
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Step 5. Full held chords
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Step 6. Rhythmic variation of chords.
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Step 7. Variation in playing the notes of the chord

Work out the rest of the accompaniment in a similar way and try your
own variations.
Look at www.concertina-academy.com and see the full powerpoint
presentation with audio under the button "tuition".<>

Concertinas in Japan:

Our librarian sent us this message:
Please see attached my favourite picture from the new music book from
Japan.
Also attached is Miho with the book, which was written by Prof. Ms.
Miyuki. Prof Miyuki seems to be the main leader of the Japanese
concertina revival and can be seen on YouTube with her pupils here:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vYzUMC0UiUI&fmt=18

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_s0erDgz0R8&fmt=18

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BtTaoHjBUN8&fmt=18
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Miho with Japanese concertina tutor.

                                                       Prof. Ms. Miyuki
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Important  - Please check the label on the envelope

If the address on the envelope containing your Concertina World is
written in red then the ICA has not yet received your 2011 subscription
so this will be the last issue you receive and your details will be removed
from the membership database unless we hear from you within two
weeks.

Renewal of Subscriptions

We would appreciate your help to make subscription renewals more
efficient. On the back page of Concertina World #447 is a Full
Membership Form and a Standing Order Form for UK residents.

Subscription rates are:
UK Standard £20, Family £30, Junior £4.50;
Europe Standard £23, Family £34, Junior £6;
Overseas Standard £26, Family £39, Junior £9.

ICA bank details are on the inside front cover.

UK Members:  Please pay by standing order by completing the Standing
Order Form in issue #447 and sending it to your bank.  Alternatively you
can pay by electronic bank transfer.  Those still preferring to pay by
cheque should enclose a completed Membership Form (also in issue
#447) along with the cheque and post it to the Membership Secretary at
the address on the form.  The ICA prefers UK Members not to pay by
PayPal as it charges the ICA a transfer fee for each transaction.

Members resident outside the UK should pay by PayPal in English
Pounds.

All members paying by Standing Order, PayPal, or other means of
electronic transfer should notify the Membership Secretary by email
(subject "ICA Membership 2011" – Your name) or by letter stating your
name, membership number, amount paid in English Pounds, and quoting
the payment reference number e.g. the PayPal transfer number. We
have received some payments by PayPal and by standing order
for which we have no contact information, if you think this might
apply to you please let us know your details!

Any members who have changed their postal or email address in the
last 12 months should also complete the Membership Form in issue
#447.



If you want to participate in a growing and active group
of concertina players then become member of the

International Concertina Association

ICA

Membership is worldwide and covers a wide range of interests and information

-  Regularly new information and tunes on website

- publication of the ICA magazine Concertina World with

     a music supplement

- publication of Papers of the ICA (PICA)

- all kinds of musical styles are represented

- all types of concertina are represented; english,

anglo and duet concertina

- information on and about concertina events,

workshops, weekends and other meetings

- information on instrument dealers, builders and

repairers

- sources of music

- contact between players

- concertina library

- concertina archive

-    sponsoring of events and players

                     www.concertina.org


